Gene 19 of bacteriophage T7. Overexpression, purification, and characterization of its product.
Gene 18 and 19 proteins of bacteriophage T7 are essential for DNA maturation and packaging. The phage capsid is the site of both maturation and packaging of T7 DNA. Both gene 18 and 19 proteins bind to capsid intermediates during DNA packaging but are not found in mature virions, suggesting that they play a direct role in the enzymatic mechanisms of DNA maturation and packaging. As part of an effort to reconstitute T7 DNA maturation and packaging with purified components, we have cloned and overexpressed T7 gene 19 in Escherichia coli. Gene 19 has been inserted downstream from the bacteriophage PL promoter controlled by the temperature-sensitive lambda repressor encoded by c1857. Upon thermal induction, most of the overproduced gene 19 protein is insoluble and inactive. However, by attenuation of the expression of gene 19 from the PL promoter, significant levels of soluble and active gene 19 protein are produced. Soluble gene 19 protein can be monitored by its ability to complement extracts of T7-infected cells for packaging of exogenous DNA. We have used this assay to monitor the activity of gene 19 protein during purification. The native protein is a monomer of molecular weight 66,000. We have also tested for the formation of a stable complex between gene 18 and 19 proteins. Coproduction of gene 18 and 19 proteins has no effect on either the solubility or activity of gene 19 protein, despite the fact that gene 18 protein is produced at at least 10-fold greater rates. Furthermore, we find no evidence for any interaction between soluble gene 18 and 19 proteins in extracts or between the purified proteins.